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There is an urgent need for improved HCV drug therapies. The current standard treatment, pegylated interferon-a (IFNa) and ribavirin, leads to a sustained response in only ,50% of genotype 1-infected patients. We examined the ability of HCVcc replication to be inhibited by IFNa and other antiviral compounds. Doseresponse experiments showed that IFNa inhibited HCVcc RNA accumulation in infected cells with a median effective concentration (EC 50 ) of 1 international unit (IU)/ml (Fig.  4A) . We also tested three HCV-specific inhibitors of the NS3 serine protease for their effects on HCVcc infection. As seen in Fig.  4 , B to D, BILN 2061 (21), SCH6 (22) , and PI-1 (23) all inhibited HCVcc RNA accumulation in the submicromolar range. In addition, a nucleoside analog inhibitor of the NS5B RNA polymerase, 2 ¶C-methyladenosine (24) , was found to inhibit HCVcc replication in the low nanomolar range (Fig. 4E) . Thus, HCVcc infection can be inhibited by IFNa and several HCV-specific antiviral compounds. The specificity of these latter compounds further shows that HCVcc infection leads to authentic replication in target cells and demonstrates that this infectious system may be useful for testing current and future antiviral compounds.
We describe a full-length genotype 2a HCV genome that replicates and produces virus particles that are infectious in cell culture.
This system lays a foundation for future in vitro studies to examine new aspects of the virus life cycle and to develop new drugs for combating HCV.
Note added in proof: Full-length JFH-1 has also been recently reported to produce infectious virus in cell culture (25) (26) (27) , as has a genotype 1b Com1/JFH-1 chimera (28), albeit with lower efficiency and slower growth kinetics than the system reported here. The positioning of nucleosomes along chromatin has been implicated in the regulation of gene expression in eukaryotic cells, because packaging DNA into nucleosomes affects sequence accessibility. We developed a tiled microarray approach to identify at high resolution the translational positions of 2278 nucleosomes over 482 kilobases of Saccharomyces cerevisiae DNA, including almost all of chromosome III and 223 additional regulatory regions. The majority of the nucleosomes identified were well-positioned. We found a stereotyped chromatin organization at Pol II promoters consisting of a nucleosome-free region È200 base pairs upstream of the start codon flanked on both sides by positioned nucleosomes. The nucleosome-free sequences were evolutionarily conserved and were enriched in poly-deoxyadenosine or poly-deoxythymidine sequences. Most occupied transcription factor binding motifs were devoid of nucleosomes, strongly suggesting that nucleosome positioning is a global determinant of transcription factor access.
Nucleosomes prevent many DNA binding proteins from approaching their sites (1-3), whereas appropriately positioned nucleosomes can bring distant DNA sequences into close proximity to promote transcription (4) . Current understanding of the primary structure of chromatin and its effects on gene expression comes from a handful of well-characterized loci (see examples below). High-resolution measurements of nucleosome positions over chromosome-scale distances would enhance our understanding of chromatin structure and function.
To measure nucleosome positions on a genomic scale, we developed a DNA microarray method (5) to identify nucleosomal and linker DNA sequences on the basis of susceptibility of linker DNA to micrococcal nuclease ( fig. S1 ). Nucleosomal DNA was isolated, labeled with Cy3 fluorescent dye (green), and mixed with Cy5-labeled total genomic DNA (red). This mixture was hybridized to microarrays printed with overlapping 50-mer oligonucleotide probes tiled every 20 base pairs across chromosomal regions of interest ( fig. S1B ). A graph of green:red ratio values for spots along the chromosome is expected to show nucleosomes as peaks about 140 base pairs long (6) , or six to eight microarray spots, surrounded by lower ratio values corresponding to linker regions ( fig. S1C ).
To objectively compare our data to published nucleosome positions, we developed a hidden Markov model (HMM) (7) to determine nucleosome/linker boundaries ( fig. S1, D somes and may correspond to nucleosomes found only in a subpopulation of cells (Fig. 1B and Materials and Methods).
We characterized nucleosome positions by using two microarrays. We first used a proof-of-concept array covering the MFA2 and PHO5 promoters (Fig. 1A and fig. S4 ).
With information gained from this array, we designed a microarray to measure nucleosome positions over half a megabase of the S. cerevisiae genome. Chromosome III was tiled, except for regions of extensive crosshybridization, with 50-mers overlapping every 20 base pairs, leaving 30 overlapping continuous sequences (contigs) covering 278,960 base pairs. In addition, one kilobase of promoter sequence was tiled for 223 genes on other chromosomes.
Nucleosomal DNA from eight independent cultures of log-phase yeast was hybridized to this microarray. We validated the microarray by comparing nucleosome positions determined with our approach to published nucleosome positions. We correctly identified nucleosomes at the MFA2, HIS3, PHO5, and CHA1 promoters, over the chromosome III centromere, and over the silent mating type loci ( Fig. 1 and figs. S4 and S5) (8-10) . We also found that 27 of 32 deoxyribonuclease (DNase) hypersensitive sites on chromosome III (11) fall in long linkers identified by our method (Fig. 1, E and F, and fig. S4 ). Lastly, a coarse-grained view of our high-resolution data reproduced recent genome-wide chromatin immunoprecipitation studies at È1-kb resolution (12, 13) (fig. S6) . Thus, our method faithfully reproduced high-and low-resolution characteristics of chromatin previously described with the use of three distinct assay types: micrococcal nuclease sensitivity, DNase I sensitivity, and histone occupancy.
The availability of thousands of nucleosome positions facilitates the elucidation of global chromatin properties, such as the fraction of nucleosomes that are well-positioned (Fig. 2  and table S1 ). Nucleosomes might be expected to occupy multiple positions in ensemble measurements, because there is little thermodynamic preference of the histone octamer for most genomic DNA (14) . In addition, yeast growing exponentially are a heterogeneous mixture of cells in different cell cycle and epigenetic states (15, 16) . However, examination of our data revealed pervasive examples of well-positioned nucleosomes. Global HMM identification of well-positioned and delocalized nucleosomes revealed that 65 to 69% of nucleosomal DNA was found in wellpositioned nucleosomes (table S1) .
Although average nucleosome density is relatively constant over chromosome III, delocalized nucleosomes are inhomogeneously distributed (Fig. 2, C and D 38745  38785  38825  38865  38905  38945  38985  39025  39065  39105  39145  39185  39225  39265  39305  39345  39385  39425  39465  39505  39545  39585  39625  39665  39705  39745  39785  21845  21885  21925  21965  22005  22045  22085  22125  22165  22205  22245  22285  22325  22365  22405  22445  22485  22525  22565  22605  22645  22685  22725  22765  22805  22845  22885  22925   833335  833395  833455  833515  833575  833635  833695  833755  833815  833875  833935  833995  834055  834115  834175  834235  834295  834355  834415  834475  834535  834595  834655  29155  29195  29235  29275  29315  29355  29395  29435  29475  29515  29555  29595  29635  29675  29715  29755  29795  29835  29875  29915  29955  29995  30035  30075  30115  30155  30195   38905  38945  38985  39025  38905  39025  22205  22245  22285  22165  22285   833515  833575  834355  834415  834475  834355  834475  29875  29915  29955  29995 polymerase through coding regions temporarily disrupts nucleosomes (17, 18) , which rapidly reassemble behind the polymerase (19) . High transcription rates may cause nucleosomes to appear delocalized, because polymerases (and transiently disassembled nucleosomes) occupy distinct positions in the ensemble (see CHA1 above). We found that highly expressed genes were enriched for delocalized nucleosomes (P 0 0.007) (fig. S7) . Furthermore, delocalized nucleosomes were found farther from transcriptional start sites than were well-positioned nucleosomes ( fig. S8 ). Nucleosome occupancy has been proposed to exclude transcription factors from a subset of their specific consensus motifs (1) (2) (3) 20) , and recent work demonstrated that promoters bound by many transcription factors are grossly nucleosome-depleted (13) . To investigate this phenomenon at high resolution, we compared our data to a database of transcription factor motifs bound under a variety of conditions (21) . We plotted the fractions of bound and unbound motifs that were in nucleosomes or in linkers (Fig. 3) . A total of 47% of unbound motifs were found in linker DNA sequences, very close to the baseline measurement of 48% for all intergenic sequences. In contrast, over 87% of the motifs that are associated with transcription factors under our growth conditions were depleted of nucleosomes. Thus, functional transcription factor binding sites are predominantly nucleosomefree in vivo. Furthermore, the set of functional motifs that are unbound under our assay conditions showed the same linker enrichment as motifs that are bound (Fig. 3) . For example, the promoter upstream of YCL050C (Fig. 4D) , which is not bound by any transcription factors at standard growth temperatures, is bound by Hsf1 in heat-stressed yeast (21) . Our measurements indicated the Hsf1 binding motif was located in a linker (and thus accessible for factor binding), even in the absence of heat stress.
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Intergenic DNA in yeast is nucleosomedepleted relative to coding DNA (12, 13) . This could correspond to decreased population occupancy of several nucleosomes or high population occupancy of sparse nucleosomes. Consistent with the latter possibility, nucleosome-free regions (NFRs) of È150 base pairs were found about 200 base pairs upstream of many annotated coding sequences (Fig. 4, A  to D) . The pervasiveness of this signal can be seen by averaging data for all tiled genes (Fig.  5A ): a long linker dominates the average. We iteratively aligned promoters by correlation to the average profile, thus aligning NFRs, and selected 90% of promoters to eliminate the noise introduced by rare promoters lacking an NFR. This averaged alignment shows several regularly spaced nucleosomes surrounding the NFR (Fig. 5B) , with an internucleosome distance between 160 and 170 base pairs Ean average internucleosomal distance of 160 to 165 base pairs was previously measured in yeast (6)^.
Noting that functional transcription factor motifs are similarly found È100 to 500 base pairs upstream of start codons (21), we identified NFRs as sites of 51% of bound motifs found on our array (Fig. 4) . This suggested that NFRs are transcriptional start sites, predicting that the extent of the 5 ¶ untranslated region of the genes assayed in this study could be identified by using these data. RNA (total RNA and mRNA) was isolated and hybridized to our microarray. As expected, 5 ¶ ends of transcripts coincided with NFRs ( fig. S9 ), identifying these regions as transcriptional start sites.
The conservation of functional transcription factor motifs between related Saccharomyces species (22) lead us to investigate sequence conservation in NFRs. The bottom graphs in Fig. 4 , A to D, show an aggregate conservation score from seven sequenced Saccharomyces species. Coding DNA was highly conserved, but there was also marked conservation of intergenic sequence surrounding, but not limited to, transcription factor binding sites (Fig. 4E) . To investigate this conservation globally, we aligned promoters by the NFR and averaged the conservation scores. Notable here is a peak of average sequence conservation in the NFR surrounded by valleys of poor conservation (Fig. 5C ). We also investigated sequence conservation by partitioning probes containing coding or intergenic sequences into bins defined by the HMM output (Fig. 5D ). Coding regions were highly conserved regardless of nucleosomal context. Conversely, intergenic sequences found in nucleosomes were poorly conserved, whereas those in NFRs were more highly conserved across evolution. Thus, biologically meaningful regulatory information in intergenic sequences falls into clusters that are accessible to the cell. This is not only due to conservation of transcription factor binding sites, because the region of conservation often includes a great deal of sequence beyond the transcription factor binding motif (Fig. 4E) .
Conserved nucleosome-free sequences included not only transcription factor binding sites but also multiple stretches of poly-A or poly-T (Fig. 4E) . Poly(dA-dT) stretches incorporate poorly into nucleosomes because of their relative rigidity (23) (24) (25) . Globally, we found that NFRs were enriched for poly(dAdT) ( fig. S10A ), as expected from the prevalence of these elements in yeast promoters (26) . Conversely, these homopolymer stretches globally had increased likelihood of being in linkers ( fig. S10B ). This was not caused by sequence specificity of micrococcal nuclease (27) , because hybridizations of micrococcal nuclease-treated naked DNA showed little correlation with nucleosomal data (r 0 0.09). Our results suggest that poly(dA-dT) stretches play a causal role in establishing many NFRs.
Chromatin in yeast is well-ordered (over 69% of nucleosomal DNA was found in wellpositioned nucleosomes), and delocalized nucleosomes are found distant from NFRs ( fig. S8 ). Taken together, our results are consistent with a modified Bstatistical positioning[ (28) mechanism underlying this global order, where nucleosomes are prevented from association with promoter regions either by sequence characteristics such as poly(dA-dT) elements or by nucleosomal eviction by recruited proteins, and nucleosomes are subsequently well-positioned between nearby NFRs because of structural constraints imposed by packaging short stretches of sequence with nucleosomes.
It will be interesting to determine whether the accessible transcription factor binding sites, highly positioned nucleosomes, and stereotyped promoter architecture found in yeast chromatin will be conserved features of metazoan chromatin.
